
Liechtenstein to Use 2.7% of Government
Spending on Humanitarian Aid, Refugees -
Deputy PM

WASHINGTON, October 7 (Sputnik) - Liechtenstein will direct 2.7
percent of its government spending for 2015 on humanitarian
assistance, including on aid to refugees from the Middle East,
Liechtenstein Deputy Prime Minister Thomas Zwiefelhofer said on
Wednesday. “This year, the expenditures will be increased
significantly,” Zwiefelhofer stated at the Center for Strategic and
International Studies in Washington, DC. “Liechtenstein’s amount this
year will be approximately 2.7 percent of government spending.”
Zwiefelhofer noted the redistribution of refugees in the European Union
member states is only a short-term solution for a small part of a much
larger problem. “Europe has to strive for a common long-term and
durable asylum policy,” he said. Hundreds of thousands of primarily
Syrian, but also other Middle Eastern and North African refugees have
arrived in Europe in the past several months seeking asylum. Despite
EU officials pledges to redistribute refugees, many EU member states
such as Germany, Austria, Slovenia, Hungary and Croatia have all but
closed their borders to the migrants. Zwiefelhofer called for European
countries to work together to deter smuggling taking place amid the
refugee crisis. “Europe must also strengthen its assistance on site and
in the crisis country and refugee camps and act jointly against
smuggling networks,” Zwiefelhofer said. He concluded the refugee
crisis must be solved outside Europe and continued attempts must be
made to stabilize the situation in the Middle East. Since 2011, about
250,000 people have been killed and 11 million displaced in the
ongoing Syrian civil war. Some four million have fled the country, with
many going to neighboring countries and to Europe.
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